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Abstract: Since understanding a user’s request has become a critical task for the artificial intelligence
speakers, capturing intents and finding correct slots along with corresponding slot value is significant.
Despite various studies concentrating on a real-life situation, dialogue system that is adaptive to in-
vehicle services are limited. Moreover, the Korean dialogue system specialized in an vehicle domain
rarely exists. We propose a dialogue system that captures proper intent and activated slots for Korean
in-vehicle services in a multi-tasking manner. We implement our model with a pre-trained language
model, and it includes an intent classifier, slot classifier, slot value predictor, and value-refiner. We
conduct the experiments on the Korean in-vehicle services dataset and show 90.74% of joint goal
accuracy. Also, we analyze the efficacy of each component of our model and inspect the prediction
results with qualitative analysis.

Keywords: intent classification; slot filling; in-vehicle services domain; Korean dialogue system

1. Introduction

Along with the increasing significance of artificial intelligence (AI) speakers, their
understanding capability of a user’s request becomes a critical task. In order to build a
smart AI speaker such as Google Home or Amazon Echo, natural language understanding
(NLU) is an important component to accomplish the goal through human interaction.
In specific, NLU in a task-oriented spoken dialogue system typically is divided into intent
classification and slot filling [1]. Intent classification is a task to distinguish the intention of
the dialogue, slot filling finds the correct value for the corresponding slots [2].

Unlike previous studies that focus on developing independent models for each
task [3–5], recent studies on task-oriented dialogue systems introduce the models that
jointly learn diverse tasks simultaneously [1,6–9]. The models built with joint learning
on intent classification and slot filling in English show improved performance on the
task-oriented dialogue datasets as well [8,9]. The datasets for the task-oriented dialogue
system include diverse domains such as booking airlines, restaurants, and hotels or playing
music [10–14].

Despite the substantial performance of joint models, the above models assume users
at home or work so that they cannot cover the users who are in a specific environment like
in-vehicle. Since in-vehicle services usually maintain distinct intents and slots compared
to normal dialogue at home, it is critical to consolidate the robustness of the model with
car-adaptive data. Moreover, they are built with the assumption that the user’s request is
limited to a small number of intents, such as “find”, or “book” compared to our expectation
from in-vehicle AI speakers. To avoid the limited coverage and the small number of intents
of in-vehicle AI speaker services in English, the studies that consider the users who are
under the condition of in-vehicle appear as well [15–17].
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On the contrary, Korean language models still suffer from the narrow range of task-
oriented dialogue data to build in-vehicle AI speaker service. Even though the datasets
for task-oriented dialogue are available (https://aihub.or.kr/aihubdata/data/view.do?
currMenu=115&topMenu=100&aihubDataSe=realm&dataSetSn=71265, accessed on 3
November 2022) [18–20], the dataset that covers in-vehicle situation does not exist. The
limited number of datasets leads to the absence of models that learn intent classification
and slot filling in a multi-tasking manner.

In this paper, we introduce a model that captures the suitable intents and finds slot
value for proper slots simultaneously with the Korean in-vehicle services dataset. Our
model encodes the user’s utterance with a pre-trained language model to find the correct
intent of the request. Then, the model finds the proper slots and fills them with predicted slot
values. In the end, the value-refiner post-processes the slot value with database-matching
module and value-matching module for precise slot values. From the experiments, we
find that our model show improved performances on in-vehicle services in Korean. We
also conduct qualitative analysis for detailed investigation of regarding intents and slots.
Moreover, we show an ablation study to show the effectiveness of the value-refiner with
two database-matching module and value matching module.

• We propose a model that learns in-vehicle services situations with diverse domains in
Korean that are jointly trained with intent classification and slot-filling.

• To show our model’s effectiveness, we conduct experiments on a mobility domain
dataset and show comparable performances on the dataset.

• We show the efficacy of the value-refiner through an ablation study and demonstrate
the error types from the model prediction.

2. Related Work
2.1. Task-Oriented Dialogue System

In a task-oriented dialogue system, the ability to understand users’ requests is impor-
tant. Extracting the useful information from the request is processed with two tasks: Intent
Classification and Slot Filling. Previous studies are generally divided into the following two
approaches: Multi-task framework and using intent information to guide the slot-filling
task. In a multi-task framework, they share helpful information between two tasks [21].
For this, one applies a deep bi-directional recurrent neural network (RNN) [22] with long
short-term memory (LSTM) [23] and gated recurrent unit (GRU) to learn the representations
shared by the tasks [24]. An attention-based neural network model is also used for joint
intent detection and slot filling [25]. Another approach is that the model train two tasks
jointly using a framework that incorporates intent information to guide slot filling [26,27].
Another study directly uses intent information as input for the slot filling task to make the
model perform the slot filling based on intent semantic knowledge [28]. Because the two
tasks are closely related and one task affects the other, they are trained jointly in previous
approaches [28,29].

In the study of the Korean task-oriented dialogue system, studies on intent clas-
sification and slot-filling tasks are also conducted. For the study in [30], Korean intent
classification data provided by AI Hub (https://www.aihub.or.kr/aihubdata/data/view.
do?currMenu=115&topMenu=100&aihubDataSe=realm&dataSetSn=102, accessed on 3
November 2022) are used for intent classification model that matches the most similar intent
using semantic textual similarity. Data in constructed on a calendar domain for slot-filling
task research in [31], and the highest probability slot and value are predicted by utilizing
the LSTM model and applying two methods, greedy-search decoding, and beam-search
decoding. Another builds the Korean-based restaurant reservation and recommended
conversation system [19] with the dataset provided by the research [32]. It also proposes a
joint model that can predict intents and slot filling using KoBERT simultaneously. In Korean
research, task-oriented dialogue system data from various domains are opened, but the
data on in-vehicle services is still limited. In particular, joint models on intent classification
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and slot filling for mobility services are insufficient compared to the studies on English
regarding the numbers of studies.

2.2. Pre-Trained Language Models for Dialogue Systems

Recently, pre-trained language models (PLMs) in English have shown considerable
performance in natural language processing (NLP) tasks. BERT [33], which is pre-trained
with a large corpus, improves the performance in a wide range of tasks in NLP. Other
PLMs such as RoBERTa [34], ELECTRA [35], and ALBERT [36] also show enhanced per-
formance on downstream tasks. Due to the powerful performance of PLMs, Korean PLMs
such as KoBERT (https://github.com/SKTBrain/KoBERT, accessed on 3 November 2022),
KorBERT (https://aiopen.etri.re.kr/dataDownload, accessed on 3 November 2022), and
KLUE-BERT [18] have been released. Among them, we conduct experiments using KoBERT,
KLUE-RoBERTa [18], and mBERT [33]. KoBERT is the first Korean PLMs trained with
5M sentences and 54M words from Korean Wikipedia (https://ko.wikipedia.org/, ac-
cessed on 3 November 2022). KoBERT is trained with masked language modeling (MLM)
and next sentence prediction (NSP) same as BERT. Sentencepiece [37] is used as a tok-
enizer with a vocabulary size of 8002 words. KLUE-RoBERTa is trained with 63GB of a
corpus consisting of Modu corpus (https://corpus.korean.go.kr/, accessed on 3 Novem-
ber 2022), CC-100-Kor (http://data.statmt.org/cc-100/, accessed on 3 November 2022),
Namu Wiki (https://namu.wiki/, accessed on 3 November 2022), and other web sources.
KLUE-RoBERTa uses a dynamic masking strategy for pre-training. The tokenizer is a
morpheme-based subword tokenizer with a vocabulary size of 32,000 words. mBERT is a
multilingual pre-trained model, which is trained with the same strategies as BERT. mBERT
is trained on 15 G of the Wikipedia dataset and uses a wordpiece tokenizer [38] with a
vocabulary size of 119,547 words.

3. Method

In order to enable the model to capture the correct intent of the utterance and finds
the proper slot value for the corresponding slot simultaneously, we implement the model
with intent classifier, slot classifier, and slot value predictor as in Figure 1. Moreover, we
additionally integrate a value-refiner with a value predictor for precise slot value. In detail,
when the human’s utterance comes in, the model encodes the request with a pre-trained
language model. Then, the model classifies the intent and activated slots based on the
descriptions representation of intents and slots. When the slot is predicted to be active,
the slot value predictor finds the proper value to fill in from the utterance along with the
value-refiner. A detailed explanation is illustrated in the below sections.

Figure 1. Overview of our model.

3.1. Intent Classifier

The intent classifier receives the user’s utterance and encodes them with the pre-
trained language model. For the enhanced understanding capability of the intention of the
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request, we add the intent description for the model input. Therefore, the input is formalised
as the concatenation of [CLS], utterance, the name of the intent, and its description. The pre-
trained language model then predicts the proper intention of the user’s request with
[CLS] token. Since each utterance has only one intention, we use cross-entropy [39] for the
intention loss LI as in Equation (1) where the lj is the label of the intention of jth utterance.

LI = −∑
j

lj · logl̂j (1)

3.2. Slot Classifier

Similarly, the activated slot is classified by slot classifier. The input of the slot classifier
is also depicted as the concatenation of [CLS], utterance, the name of the slot, and its
description for a comprehensive understanding of the request. The output embeddings of
the [CLS] token from the final hidden layer are then used to predict whether the given slot
should be activated or not. Since one or more slots can be assigned to a single utterance, we
utilize binary cross-entropy for the slot loss LS as in Equation (2) where the sj is the ground
truth of the activated slots of jth utterance.

LS = −∑
j

sj · logŝj + (1− sj) · log(1− ŝj) (2)

3.3. Slot Value Predictor

When the activated slot is decided by the slot classifier, then the slot value predic-
tor predicts the slot value according to the type of slots. The slots can be divided into
categorical slots and non-categorical slots. When the activated slot belongs to categorical
slots, the model is trained to classify which value should be selected from the value pool,
which is pre-defined. If the non-categorical slot is activated, then the slot value predictor
points out the start and end position of the slot value from the utterance. In detail, the start
vector and end vector are trained to predict the value for the activated non-categorical slot.
The probability of the start token in the utterance is computed as a dot product between
the final hidden state of the utterance and the start vector, followed by a softmax over all
of the words in the utterance. The end token of the span is also calculated similarly. Then,
the maximum scoring span from the list of candidate spans is predicted as slot value [33].
The sum of the log-likelihood [40] of start and end positions is used as a loss function.

3.4. Value Refiner

For accurate and precise slot-filling, we additionally refine the predicted value. It
includes two modules, which are the database-matching module and the value-matching
module. They are applied differently according to the type of activated slots. For the
categorical slots, the database matching module first extracts the pre-defined values of
the predicted slot from the slot value database if the predicted value does not exist in the
utterance. Then, the value-matching module finds the longest value from the values by
checking the possible value in the utterance to find the exact slot value. For non-categorical
slots, the database matching module only brings the database values. Then, the value-
matching module utilizes fuzzy-matching to predict proper values by calculating the
Levenshtein distance between the predicted value and possible value from the database
matching module.

4. Experiments
4.1. Data

The given in-vehicle domain dialogue data consists of 492,000 examples of the train
split and 260,991 examples of the test split as in Table 1. The dataset has 25 slots and 267 in-
tents. Each example contains a user’s utterance and activated slots. Also, the corresponding
slot value is labeled. The test split contains the slot value that does not appear in the training
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set, and both the training and test split include all domains. The name and description of
each domain are listed in Table 2. Each intent of the utterance can be categorized according
to the domain, and the number of the intents that belongs to each domain is indicated in
Table 2 as well. The statistics of each slot are denoted in Table 3.

Table 1. Dataset Statistics.

# of Examples # of Domains

Train 492,000 23
Test 260,991 23

Table 2. Statistics and description of each domain. The number of intents that belong to the domain
is also listed.

Domain Domain Description # of Intent

AVNT Waypoint 2
BT Bluetooth 12

chitchat Inconsequential conversation 8
cluster Dashboard 6

embedded Systems built into car 45
fatc Car control 26

glass Window and side mirror control 6
hipass Hipass 6

ma Mobile application 3
music Music 3
navi Navigation 2

others Others 2
portal Portal Search 17

QA Question and answering 22
seat Seat control 38

settings Setting control 17
simple Simple setting control 6
sunroof Sunroof control 2
trunk Trunk control 2

vehicle Charger control 2
weather Weather check 12
wheel Wheel heating control 2
wind Wind control 16

Table 3. Slot statistics and descriptions. The number of slots is also indicated that exist in the dataset.

Slot Name Slot Description # of Slots

Categorical Slots

AboutDisplay
In-vehicle display devices,
instrument clusters, heads-up displays,
lights, lamp

6328

SettingBar Settings change control button 14,475

Non-Categorical Slots

AlbumName
Search music, song album title when
playing music 453
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Table 3. Cont.

Slot Name Slot Description # of Slots

AMSetting Radio AM frequency range 2121

BroadcastStation

The name of the broadcasting station
that transmits radio broadcasts and
the radio program broadcast from
the broadcasting station

3269

CallTarget
A call target with a dialing
function through Bluetooth cell
phone linkage

18,166

Consumables
Automobile interior parts that are
worn out and need replacement
or continuous inspection

42,097

Date Date and time 33,264

FMSetting Radio FM frequency range 2112

GenreName
Music search, music playback,
music genre, classification 449

Region
Address unit, special city, province,
city, county, street name, street name 22,882

SearchPlace
Search place, POI, school, restaurant,
gas station, subway station, train station,
place, address, frequent places

4745

SearchRange
Search area, nearby subway station,
train station, airport, park, POI 1877

SettingCheck Change Settings checkbox 3819

SettingColor Setting color to change mood light color 3629

SettingTarget Settings Classification Menu 9869

SettingValue Setting change value 10,995

SingerName
Search for music, name of singer,
artist when playing music 1233

SongName
Search music, song title when
playing music 1418

SpecialPlace

Schools, educational institutions,
companies, shops, shops, restaurants,
gas stations, parking lots, buildings, lakes,
complexes, addresses,
entrances of apartments, etc.

1407

Switchgear
Associated devices capable of controlling
opening and closing 9831

System
Safety device system, driving device,
system, alarm, mode 13,022

TemperatureValue
Temperature setting values for
air conditioning, air conditioning,
and heater inside the vehicle

3576

Update Software update 12,866

WarningLight

Lights up to warn users when
the operating status of
equipment in the car is abnormal, etc.
This is shown in the car cluster.

3633
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4.2. Experimental Setup

We utilize KoBERT-base, KLUE-RoBERTa-base, and mBERT-base, which have 12 layers
and 12 attention heads with a 768 embedding size. For KoBERT and mBERT, we use a
batch size of 32, and the learning rate is set as 5× 10−7. When we train our model with
KLUE-RoBERTa, the learning rate is set to 3× 10−5 with a batch size of 32. We use adam
optimizer for all of our experiments, and we choose the hyperparameters with a manual
search. One Quadro RTX-8000 is used for our experiments.

4.3. Evaluation Metrics

We use accuracy as the main metrics for intent classification, slot classification, and cat-
egorical slot value prediction. As the model needs to select the value from the value pools,
accuracy is suitable for checking the percentage of correctly classified observations. For non-
categorical value prediction, we use exact-match (EM) and F1 scores for the evaluation
metrics. As EM and F1 are two widely used metrics for question and answering, we utilize
the metrics due to their similarity in span prediction. Moreover, we use joint goal accuracy
(JGA) to measure the number of examples that the model predicts correct intent, slots,
and slot values.

4.4. Results and Analysis
4.4.1. Main Results

We conduct experiments of intent classification and slot filling on the in-vehicle
services dataset. To show the efficacy of multi-tasking in our model, we also include
experiments on the results from single training. The single training model only trains one
task with the dataset. In Table 4, ICO denotes the model that trains with intent classification
only, and SFO indicates the model that is learned with slot-filling only. According to the
experimental result, it is found that multitask-learning improved intent accuracy, slot
accuracy, and value prediction at the same time. Especially, the score of value prediction
is improved while indicating that the learning intent and slot simultaneously affect each
other task performance in a positive way.

Table 4. Main Experimental Results. ICO denotes the model that trains with intent classification only,
and SFO indicates the model that is learned with slot-filling only. Acc. is the abbreviation of accuracy.

Intent Acc. Slot Acc. Cat Acc. Non-Cat EM Non-Cat F1 JGA

KoBERT 98.50 - - - - -
ICO KLUE-RoBERTa 97.14 - - - - -

mBERT 96.70 - - - - -

KoBERT - 99.46 51.54 85.51 94.68 -
SFO KLUE-RoBERTa - 98.47 51.57 54.00 86.88 -

mBERT - 98.45 51.57 78.94 91.27 -

KoBERT 98.90 99.70 93.71 86.67 95.53 86.55
ICO + SFO KLUE-RoBERTa 98.98 99.45 94.29 76.41 92.84 86.42

mBERT 98.38 99.52 94.51 89.97 95.83 90.74

It is also revealed that the mBERT’s value prediction is better than that of other Korean-
based language models. We assume that the performance difference in value prediction is
due to the uniqueness of the in-vehicle service dataset. As mBERT is trained with diverse,
multilingual languages, it is more robust than other Korean-based language models on
slot value prediction since a substantial number of the slots’ values include foreign words,
including English.
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4.4.2. Ablation Study on Value Refiner

We include the ablation study results on value-refining in Table 5. It is found that
our two refiner modules are effective regardless of the type of language model. Also, it is
shown that our database matching module and value matching module are necessary for
improved performance. The difference between the full model and base model with no
refining is more than 4% at least.

Table 5. Ablation Study on value-refiner. DM indicates the Database-Matching module, and VM is
Value-Matching module. The number in the table is the result of joint goal accuracy metric.

PP Type KoBERT KLUE-RoBERTa mBERT

DM + VM 86.55 86.42 90.74
DM 85.91 84.82 90.54
VM 83.51 83.35 87.66

- 76.95 80.55 86.38

5. Discussion
5.1. Qualitative Results on Slot Value Prediction

We also conduct qualitative analysis on slot value prediction from our models. In Table 6,
an example from the Slot-value predicted result is illustrated. As in the example, when the
utterance is given as “Check if a software version update is necessar”, the correct answer
of the slot label is “Update” and the value label is the “software version”. Regardless
of the type of language models, the slot is correctly predicted with “Update”. However,
the prediction for slot value is "Software ver", and it can be seen that the entire word is not
predicted in the case of KoBERT and RoBERTa while mBERT correctly predicts "Software
version". From this result, it is found that the car domain shows satisfactory results in a
model trained in multiple languages such as mBERT rather than a model trained in Korean
because most terms are in English. We assume that this result implies that mBERT is more
robust to the English-based slot value which are spread in in-vehicle services dataset.

5.2. Error Analysis

To deeply understand the errors in our models, we analyze the inference examples
from the value prediction procedure. We categorize them into two types of errors. One
is the situation where the model misses out on the address name units as in Table 7.
The Korean address system is divided into three hierarchies: -daero, -ro, and -gil [41].
-daero is designated for a road with a width of 40 m or more than eight lanes. -ro is roads
or streets smaller than daero. These roads are between eight and two lanes. -gill is typically
the smallest road having only one lane. That is, the road name and the corresponding
hierarchy appear together in the sentence but should be interpreted separately. Due to the
characteristic of our mobility domain, examples related to these addresses occupy a larger
proportion compared to other domain datasets. For this reason, we find that the model
becomes more confused and shows errors in omitting the address hierarchy.

The other occurs when the model predicts the slot value without omitting the postpo-
sition from the utterance as in Table 8. Korean has a linguistic characteristic that is different
from English. In Korean, when a root word and a postposition are combined, the word has a
specific meaning in the sentence [42]. Postposition includes은(eun),는(neun),이(i),가 (ga),
를(leul), and의(ui). That is, the root word has different meanings in the sentence depending
on the postposition [43]. For example, if은(eun) is used as a postposition, the root word
has the meaning of the subject in the sentence, and when used with 를(leul), it has the
meaning of the object. Therefore, it is important to distinguish the postposition from the
root word [42] as the meaning of the slot value also depends on the postposition. Therefore,
we find that this error occurs since it learns the meaning of the slot value that depends on
the postposition in the sentence.
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Table 6. Qualitative result for slot-value predicted.

Utterance

소프트웨어버전업데이트필요한지봐줘

Watch if a software version update is necessary

Slot Label

업데이트

Update

Slot Prediction

KoBERT
업데이트

Update

RoBERTa
업데이트

Update

mBERT
업데이트

Update

Value Label

소프트웨어버전

Software version

Value Prediction

KoBERT
소프트웨어버

Software ver

RoBERTa
소프트웨어버

Software ver

mBERT
소프트웨어버전

Software version

Table 7. Examples for missing address name units error.

Ground-Truth Slot Value Prediction

도두리로 도두리

Doduri-ro Doduri

우천산업단지로 우천산업단지

Ucheonsaneopdanji-ro Ucheonsaneopdanji

녹산산단 153로 녹산산단 153
Noksansandan 153-ro Noksansandan 153

학동 11로 학동 11
Hakdong 11-ro Hakdong 11

Table 8. Examples for prediction including postposition. Bold denotes the postposition in each example.

Ground-Truth Slot Value Prediction

우리아파트어린이집선생님 우리아파트어린이집선생님에

uri apateu eorinijip seonsaengnim uri apateu eorinijip seonsaengnimE

∆∆국제대 ∆∆국제대가
∆∆gukjedae ∆∆gukjedae Ga

1183 1183로
1183 1183ro

유O은 유O은이
YooOEun YooOEunYi
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6. Conclusions

In this study, we introduce intent classification and slot-filling model for in-vehicle
services in Korean. To build the dialogue system, we utilize the pre-trained language model
and train in a multi-tasking manner with value-refiner. In the experiments, we show that
our model shows improved performance on intent classification and slot classification than
other single training models. Moreover, we found that mBERT’s value prediction is better
than that of Korean-based language models due to mBERT’s robust performance on the
unique in-vehicle dataset. Also, we conduct the ablation study for the value-refiner to show
its efficacy across the types of language models. From additional analyses, we find two
error patterns from the model prediction, and this implies that future work is needed to
improve the proposed dialogue system.
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